That's One Small Step
for Baby...
And one giant step to independent walking

HELPING YOUR 10-12 MONTH OLD MEET THEIR DEVELOPMENTAL MILESTONES

Cognitive

At this age, children express interest for interacting with
others. Engage your child during playtime by identifying
objects, shapes, and colors.
Promote playtime in standing
Incorporate counting
Encourage your child to walk towards "Mama" or
"Dada"
"Cruising": set up a variety of objects of attractive
colors and shapes along furniture
These activities work to mature the cognitive domain
while your child practices walking.

Fine Motor

Children now more readily explore the environment and
are eager to use their hands to pick up small objects.
Some may potentially display early hand preference.
Empty & refill toy container
Provide upright toys with buttons to encourage skilled
finger movements
Play with pots & pans while in supported standing to
engage the motor, sensory, and cognitive systems

Social & Emotional

Development of this domain is critical for understanding
thoughts and feelings as well as nurturing healthy relationships
with friends and family members.

Children demonstrate

curiosity for familiar persons and turn their attention in response
to their name.
Imitative play, such as Peek-a-boo and Pat-a-cake
Play Hokey-Pokey: your child learns to socially relate to
others while developing listening skills.

Also aids body

awareness
Furniture Follow: assists child in pulling to stand.

Promotes

"cruising" in pursuit of a favorite person or stuffed animal
Development of these skills enhances confidence and carries
over to other life scenarios, such as conflict resolution and
stress management.

Speech & Language

Word selection includes basic identifiers and sounds like Mama" and
"Dada."

Speech imitation emerges as babbling becomes more rhythmic.

Children at this age utilize hand gestures to facilitate communication and
respond to simple directions.

Additionally, they begin to recognize words

for everyday items.
Talk & sing with your baby while encouraging imitation of gestures
Read age-appropriate books and invite your child to follow along,
pointing to words and pictures
Talk your way through the day, such as at the grocery or while cooking.
Name an object or explain what your action so the child can begin to
grasp words and rhythm of speech
Seek physician for consultation if your child fails to respond to their name
or recognize familiar words.

IN EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT, NO SKILL MATURES OR OPERATES IN
ISOLATION.

TO OPTIMIZE YOUR CHILD'S SUCCESSFUL TRANSITION TO

WALKING, INCORPORATE ELEMENTS FROM THE OTHER DEVELOPMENTAL
DOMAINS.
LEARN

ABOVE ARE SOME CREATIVE SUGGESTIONS TO HELP YOUR CHILD

TO WALK WHILE ACHIEVING CRITICAL SKILL SETS IN OTHER

DEVELOPMENTAL AREAS.
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